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OSHA’s Injury Reporting and 
Retaliatory Drug Testing Rule
Made Even More Confusing with New Medical/Recreational Marijuana 

State Laws 



OSHA’s Post-Accident Drug Testing

• In the past, if there was an accident, tested everyone for drugs
• Then OSHA issued new rule (May 2016) to Injury Reporting and 

Tracking Rule
• Post-Accident Drug testing not actually prohibited in rule
• Preamble though muddies the waters
• “Blanket drug testing” now illegal
• Can test if drug use “likely caused” the accident
• Effective December 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There has been a lot of confusion about OSHA’s Post-Accident Drug Testing Reporting and Tracking policies ever since the 2016 Final Rule on OSHA Reporting Requirements were published. In the past, it was pretty consistent – If there was an accident, then the company tested everyone involved for drug use. However, in May 2016 OSHA published a final rule that added some confusing language to a provision to Part 1904 which prohibits companies from retaliating or discriminating against employees for reporting work-related injuries or illnesses. I should stress that retaliation against employees for reporting accidents was not a new requirement; however, the preamble language about post-accident drug testing greatly limited this testing.I should also stress that the new rule did not specifically prohibit the use of post-accident drug testing in the rule itself. Ironically the rule itself did not even mention drug testing. However, in the preamble to the rule, they definitely muddied the waters. They advised that companies could no longer do “blanket post-accident drug testing” because that practice could curtail proper reporting. In other words, automatic drug testing is now illegal because OSHA believed it discouraged employees from properly reporting injuries. As an example, if an employee is using marijuana for medical use, they would fear reporting an accident because then they would automatically be tested for drugs. Again, this was not a problem before states started passing medical marijuana use laws – more on that later. Therefore, companies continuing to do blanket testing could receive OSHA citations and fines. As I mentioned though, the preamble did not specifically prohibit post-accident drug testing. Managers may still use their discretion and drug test an employee after an incident if he or she has a very good reason to believe that employee drug use is likely to have contributed to the incident and for which the drug test can accurately identify impairment by drug use. However, this is dicey because in the past companies used drug testing to rule out a cause. It is very difficult to therefore only use drug tests when they are the cause if you cannot test to determine whether they were the cause.These new policies went into effect December 2016.



Preamble Language

“Although drug testing of employees may be a reasonable workplace 
policy in some situations, it is often perceived as an invasion of privacy, 

so if an injury or illness is very unlikely to have been caused by 
employee drug use, or if the method of drug testing does not identify 

impairment but only use at some time in the recent past, requiring the 
employee to be drug tested may inappropriately deter reporting.”



Compliance with Federal Laws

• Federally mandated drug testing programs – Transportation Regs
• Covers 8 million private sector workers in transportation work
• Prohibits drug abuse and alcohol misuse
• Requires drug & alcohol testing
• Cannot use ANY marijuana

• Drug Free Workplace
• Random and for-cause drug testing still permitted
• Must be fairly and consistently applied

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OSHA does also point out in the preamble that employees who are subject to post-accident drug testing because they fall under mandated programs – like Transportation regs – must continue to follow the guidelines in these federal programs. The Transportation sector employs more than 8 million private sector employees, and prohibits drug abuse or alcohol misuse. These programs also specifically require drug and alcohol testing and prohibits the use of marijuana at all times, so someone using medicinal marijuana would likely be prohibited from serving in these jobs.Also the federal Drug Free Workplace rules still allow companies to conduct random or for-cause drug testing as long as they are fairly and consistently applied to the entire workforce.



Marijuana Laws Making Things Muddier

• Still illegal at federal level
• Half the states and DC legalized marijuana for medical or recreational 

use
• All their laws are different

• Some states even now prohibit post-accident drug testing
• State legislators seeking to protect medical marijuana users from adverse 

employment action
• Employees pursuing disability and discrimination claims
• And the courts start getting involved

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned, all the recent developments with medicinal or recreational marijuana use has thrown this reporting and testing issue into more turmoil. While marijuana is still illegal at the federal level under Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act which in the past referred to products that had little or no medicinal value and a high likelihood of abuse. However, it has gotten tricky because over half the states and DC have legalized marijuana use for either medical or recreational reasons. And all their laws are different, with some states even going as far as to prohibit post-accident drug testing, creating lots of uncertainty for companies. State legislators in these states have also been proactively seeking to protect medical marijuana users from adverse employment action, leading to emboldened employees now pursuing disability and discrimination claims, and so the courts have begun to get involved.



The Courts

• Courts in six states said federal law set precedent
• CA, CO, MI, MT, OR, and WA

• MA rules the other way
• Medical marijuana users are disabled
• Protected class
• Waives federal preemption argument
• Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) kicks in

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When sent to the state courts, six states found that federal law takes precedent over state law and therefore marijuana laws in these states did not provide employment law protections. However, MA ruled the other way and decided that medical marijuana users are protected in the state and covered by employment laws, including disability laws. Therefore, state law would take precedent. Now we have even muddier waters. Disability laws means the Americans with Disabilities Act kicks in which opens up a whole new set of laws and protections.



Massachusetts Decision

“Where, in the opinion of the employee’s physician, medical marijuana 
is the most effective medication for the employee’s debilitating medical 
condition, and where any alternative medication whose use would be 

permitted by the employer’s drug policy would be less effective, an 
exception to an employer’s drug policy to permit its use is a reasonable 

accommodation.” 



States with Statutory Protections for Workers 
Using Medical Marijuana 

• Arkansas
• Arizona
• Connecticut
• Delaware
• Illinois
• Maine
• Minnesota
• Nevada

• New York
• Pennsylvania
• West Virginia (2019)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And therefore workplaces have to offer accommodations for these employees. This could include reassignments, changing of job duties, instructions directing these employees to not perform certain duties, granting of leave of absences, conducting risk analysis, and other written policies regarding marijuana products, among many other things. 



What’s Next?

• Pending lawsuits in Texas and Oklahoma
• Trump Administration reconsidering parts of Reporting Rule

• Notice of Proposed Rulemaking issued in July
• Unfortunately failed to adequately address the drug testing confusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In response, two pending lawsuits were filed against the new policy in Texas and Oklahoma which are currently on hold pending the new final rule to be issued. Trump Administration officials have been reconsidering certain parts of the OSHA reporting rule and released a draft Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in July. Unfortunately, while it addressed two other reporting rules which I will talk about in a minute, it failed to address the confusion over the drug testing preamble language. 



NAM Comments

• NAM submitted comments to NPRM on Drug Testing
• By putting language in preamble, public deprived of opportunity to comment
• Automatic post-accident drug testing policies are clear cut
• OSHA language recommended use of amorphous standard, but no useable 

framework
• Provided no evidence that post-accident drug testing discouraged reporting
• Final rule should simply rescind the language
• OSHA should issue a separate new rule on drug testing

• Industry and stakeholders could comment



What’s Next?

• Final rule will have to answer questions
• What happens state law is in conflict with federal law
• Is state law preempted by federal law in these states
• How can I comply with both state and federal law

• Revised Rule needs to state once and for all
• How do you know drugs caused the accident if you don’t test for drugs
• What makes a credible “suspicion standard”

• If not, two lawsuits will kick back into high gear

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any new rule on drug testing needs to categorically answer these questions.If after the final rule is published, these issues are not addressed, then the two lawsuits will kick back into high gear.



In the Meantime…

• Stay on top of changes in state laws
• Stay flexible
• Prioritize safety
• Remove “blanket testing” from post-accident testing policy 

documents
• Schedule regular post-accident “reasonable suspicion” training for 

managers and supervisors
• Train workers on your policy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Obviously you need to keep abreast of state law changes with respect to medicinal and/or recreational marijuana use. You also need to be flexible and adapt your policies as needed. Safety by far needs to be your number one priority.  If your policy document still contains the language “blanket testing” remove it immediately. You should also schedule “reasonable suspicion” training for managers and supervisors to ensure that not only is your policy up-to-date but your employees know when and how to make decisions regarding post-accident testing.Finally, continue to train your workers on your policy and on any changes implemented to it.



Speaking of Policy…

• Does your policy require observed urine collections?
• Does your policy offer alternative test methods for individuals 

suffering from “shy bladder” conditions? 
• Does your policy prohibit the use of “Controlled substances” – even 

those prescribed lawfully? 
• Have you acknowledged the fact that some medical marijuana use 

may need to be accommodated in your policy? 
• If your policy says anyone found using marijuana will be fired, that needs to 

be updated



The Latest Info

• OSHA issued memo on Oct. 11 clarifying some drug testing policies
• Stressed

• Policy does not prohibit post-incident drug testing
• Post-incident testing would violate OSHA policy only if employer took the action to 

penalize employee for reporting an injury or illness 
• Clarified drug testing is permissible in these circumstances

• Random drug testing
• Drug testing unrelated to reporting of work-related illness or injury
• Drug testing under a state workers’ compensation law
• Drug testing under other federally mandated laws (i.e., Dept. of Transportation)
• Drug testing to evaluate the root cause of a workplace incidence, in certain 

circumstances

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And just last week OSHA issued a memorandum to Regional Administrators clarifying to a very limited extent the agency’s position as to whether certain drug testing policies would be considered violations. While there is not a lot here and nothing earth shattering, this guidance is the most direct and clear guidance provided to employers regrading OSHA’s position on drug testing policies. More importantly, it makes clear that as a general rule drug-testing and post-accident drug testing policies are not a violation of OSHA requirement per se. Further the memorandum directly states that it supersedes any other agency guidance previously issued.



OSHA NPRM – Other Reporting Issues

• NPRM published in September – Other Issues
• Electronic filing of Forms 300 and 301

• End requirement that employers electronically submit these forms
• Will not enforce the July 1, 2018 deadline

• Public disclosure
• OSHA is proposing to rescind requirement that info in Form 300A be publicly 

disclosed
• Could be used to indirectly identify individuals
• Public will draw faulty conclusions about companies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There were two other important clarifications included in the September NPRM which I would like to briefly review. First, OSHA is proposing to end the requirement from the May 2016 rule that employers with 250 or more employees must electronically submit their Forms 300 and 301 annually. The Agency stated that it believes that both forms contain personally-identifiable information and therefore sending this information electronically could put employees private information at risk. In addition, OSHA does not believe that the electronic collection of these forms aid in enforcement efforts or provides any measurable countervailing benefit to the public. One important note, since this is not a final rule and the 2016 rule included a final compliance date of July 1, 2018, OSHA also announced that it will not enforce this deadline while this review and revision is still ongoing.OSHA is also proposing to rescind the language from the 2016 rule that stated the information in Forms 300A should be publicly disclosed. The thinking at the time was that publicly embarrassing employers would result in employers taking more active measures to reduce the number of incidents in the workplace. However, the thinking now is that publicly releasing this information would likely be misleading and it would pose a risk to employee privacy. OSHA is now arguing that release of the data will cause unfair and irreparable harm to employers’ reputations and that although the data have limited meaning when examined in isolation, the public is unlikely to understand that, and thus will draw faulty conclusions about the meaning of the data.



CLEAR AS MUD….                                                                                                               
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